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Abstract There are many requirements and challenges
motivating the need for a new generation of storage

The National Storage Laboratory (NSL) was organized system such as HPSS [4,5]. The requirements are driven
to develop, demonstrate and commercialize technology both by the pull of applications and the push of
for the storage systems that will be thefuture repositories technology. Today's storage systems can move one to ten
for our national information assets. Within the NSL four million bytes of information per second, but currentneeds
Department of Energy laboratories and IBM Federal call for systems that can move data at 100 million bytes
Systems Company have pooled their resources to develop per second, Future needs will almost certainly reach 500
an entirely new High Performance Storage System million to one billion bytes per second and beyond. On
(HPSS). The HPSS project concentrates on scalable the technological front, the successful commercialization
parallel storage systems for highly paralk" computers as of parallel computers and disks has accelerated the
well as traditional supercomputers and workstation already brisk rate of growth in the underlying hardware
clusters. Concentrating on meeting the high end of capabilities. The NSL was organized to develop,
storage system and data management requirements, HPSS demonstrate, and commercialize high-performance
is designed using network-connected storage devices to storage system technologies to meet these challenges [9].
transfer data at rates of 100 million bytes per second and These new technologies will help meet the storage
beyond. The resulting products will be portable to many requirements of the Department of Energy and other
vendor's plag_orms.The three year project is targeted to government agencies as well as the private sector.
be complete in 1995. While the immediate objective of HPSS is to meet the

This paperprovides an overview of the requirements, individual and collective needs of the participating
design issues, and architecture of HPSS, as well as a Department of Energy laboratories, the longer range
description of the distributed, multi-organization industry objectives include participating in a national information
and nationallaboratoryHPSSproject, infrastructure and transferring the technology to the

commercial sector. The HPSS project leverages
Departmentof Energy applications and expertise with that

1: Storage system requirements and of industry to accelerate the development of U.S.
challenges technology for local and nationwide storage system

architectures and to facilitate the availability of improved
The National Storage Laboratory (NSL) has initiated a systems for the government a_d US industry.

project to develop a next generation High Performance Recognizing the importance to the nation's future of
Storage System (HPSS). Participants in the HPSS project communicating, storing and manipulating large quantities

. areIBM Federal Systems Company, Lawrence Livermore of information, both the House of Representativesand the
National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Senate have proposed legislation to create a national
Sandia National Laboratories, and Oak Ridge National information infrastructure to facilitate broad-based access

, Laboratory. to information [25,26]. The Department of Energy, for



example [27,28], has information on the global number of nodes at either end and the number of paths
ecosystem, environmental remediation, petroleum between can all be different.
reservoir modeling, the structure of novel materials, and
plasma physics, to nmne only a few of its data resources • Geography. Multiple storage systems located in
that are of value to education, research, and industry, different geographical areas must be integratable into a
Many other government agencies, universities and single logical system accessible by client systems as
commercial enterprises also have information assets wide ranging as personal computers, workstations, and
whose potential economic value can only be fully realized supercomputers.
if a national information infrastructure is created. '

The scalability requirements for HPSS are driven by
1.1: Requirement for storage systems to be part applications and the distributed high performance
of an information infrastructure computing environments necessary to run them. For

example, largegrand challenge applicationssuch as three
To participatein a nationalinformationinfrastructure, dimensional hydrodynamics, global climate modeling,

storage systems must become invisible components lattice gas theory, materialsprocessing,plasma modeling,
embedded in and supportingdigital libraries of text and and magnetic fusion reactor modeling currentlygenerate
graphic information, scientific data, and multimedia data. datasets of the order of magnitude of tens to hundreds of
Users will want to browse, access, and store data using a gigabytes. When these models are scaled to take
language and tools that are tied to the application domain, advantage of massively parallel computers, they will
not the storage domain. The interface to the storage generate storage requirements of terabytes of data,
system must support appropriate primitives required by Similarly data gathered by experimental devices and
application domains such as education, science, and sensor based systems in the oil and gas industry, medical
business. These requirements include the need for field, high energy physics, planetary space probes and
multiple levels of storage and mechanisms for migration earth observing satellites will create terabyte storage
and caching of data between storage levels, with explicit requirements. Digitized libraries, educational and other
control by the application domain as well as implicit or multimedia resources, and databases in commercial
automatic controls that are the rule in today's storage enterprises such as insurance companies also represent
systems. They include mechanisms for efficient very large datasets.
organization such as clustering, partitioning and explicit
placement of data unde_ the control of the application 1.3: Requirement for an industry standard
domain, infrastructure

1.2: Requirements for scalability Large storage systems live and evolve over decades. In
order for such syste _ to have a long useful life, they

A fundamental requirement of HPSS is that it must be need to be highly poaable, adaptable to new applications,
scalable. There are several important dimensions to the and accommodate new devices, storage system modules,
scalability requirement: policies and algorithms. A central requirement is that

HPSS be implemented using industry standards wherever
• Size. The projected storage requirements are for possible, including for its architecture, function,

billions of datasets, each potentially terabytes in size, distributed environment, communications protocols,
for total storage capacities in petabytes. In addition the system management, and security. While standards in
file naming environment must support millions of some of these areas are firmly established, many are
directory entries for thousands of users, emerging or are only now beginning to be discussed.

Others, particularly in the paraUel I/O area are at best in
• Data transfer rate. The I/0 architecture must scale, early research stages. The standards selected for HPSS are

using parallel I/O mechanisms, to support individual discussed in Section 2 of this paper.
application data transfers in the range of gigabytes per
second and total system throughput of several 1.4: Requirement for storage system management
gigabytes per second.

Storage system management is the collection of
• Topology. Scalable parallel processors and paraUel functions concerned with control, coordination, ,

storage devices must be supported, as well as parallel monitoring, performance and utilization of the storage
data transfer at all levels. In the general case, the system. These functions are often interdependent, involve



human decision making, and span multiple servers. The client-server, standards-based software projects, many
need for a separate, identifiable storage system features of HPSS, such as scalable parallel I/0, stake out
management architecture arises from the requirement to positions at the leading edge of storage system
exchange managementinformationandtoprovidecontrol technology. In this section we discuss the main
in a consistent, predictable manner between components architectural features and issues of HPSS. Figure 1

4 of the storage system. There is also a requirement for illustrates the system architecture that HPSS supports.
storage system management to be built around system Note that the architecture is network-centered, including a
management standards, high speed network for data transfer and a separate

network for control. In actual implementation, the control

2: HPSS architecture, design and and data transfer networks may be physically separate as
implementation considerations shown or may be combined. The data transfer network

may also have parallel connections to storage subsystems
HPSS is an evolving system designed to take such as disk arrays and tapes. The disk and tape servers

advantage of current and future hardware and software are compatibility mechanisms that provide data network

technology. While many of the design features of HPSS transfer interfaces for devices that cannot be directly
are comfortably within the state.of-the-art for distributed, network attached.
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2.1: Modularity based on the Mass Storage file system daemons will be provided to support client
Reference Model, Version 5 interfaces to IBM's Vesta parallel file system 17], to

Sun's Network File System (NFS) [23], and to the
The basic architecture and modularity of HPSS have Open Software Foundation's Distributed Computing

benefited from the nearly three years of collaborative Environment (DCE) Distributed File System [20]. As
work on the Version 5 of the Mass Storage Reference HPSS becomes a foundation for digital libraries, large '
Model [8,16]. This new version of the Reference Model object stores and data managenient systems, additional
represents the work of over 50 experienced developers application interfaces will be developed.
and users of storage systems from universities, industry,
and government. The Reference Model details those • The Name Server is recognized by the Reference
components for which there are plans for developing Model as being a necessary component but one that is
standard interfaces and services and also recognizes other outside the boundaries of the model. The purpose of
components and functionality needed in a complete the Name Server is to map a name known to the client
system. The advantages of a design approach based on the to a bitfile id known to the storage system. The initial
Reference Model is four-fold. First, by basing the design HPSS Name Server provides a POSIX view of the
on the RJeferenceModel it was possible to complete the name space. The strategic Name Server for HPSS is
system design much quicker than would otherwise have planned to be a name server under development at
been possible and to do so with the expectation that the Cornell, that has the desired characteristics of
design would be internally consistent. Second, by staying scalability, performance efficiencies, and reliability.
close to the Reference Model structure, it is hoped that it Additional Name Servers will be provided as new data
will be possible to provide and receive interchangeable management name spaces are introduced by users.
software components to and fi'om other vendors and
development projects in the future. Third, since many • The Location Server is planned for future releases to
members of the HPSS design team have participated in be scalable and keep track of the billions of distributed
the Reference Model development, it provides a basis for and replicated HPSS storage objects expected in
communication between them and a basis on which to mature usage.
organize the project. Fourth, work on HPSS will provide
an opportunity to obtain experience in working with the • The Storage Server oxganizes physical storage
Reference Model in a new design and feedback our volumes into virtual volumes. Virtual volumes can also
experience into the Model's ongoing evolution, as well as span multiple physical volumes that have
associated storage system standards work. characteristicsnot found in physical volumes such as

Recognizing that storage systems will increasingly be striping and replication groups. In HPSS, the storage
embedded in digital libraries and data management server implements an additional storage abstraction
systems, the approach of the IEEE Storage System called storage segments. Storage Segments are
Standards Working Group, and therefore of HPSS, is to implemented over virtual volumes and provide a
design storage systems in such a way as to provide layers volume independent byte stream view of storage.
of function with application interface points suitable for Storage server clients using storage segments are
use by separate digital library, object storage and data relieved of the chores of allocating and deallocating
management systems. Major components of the HPSS virtual volume space and dealing with data migration
architecture and design, as shown in Figure 2, include the and recovery issues. The Storage Server, based on
following: type-of-service parmneters, determines the parallel

data transfer organization. It also determines the
• The Client is the application interface to the storage optimum use of parallel data transfer paths and parallel

system. HPSS initially presents clients with a file storage components such as disks and tapes.
system abstraction in which the files, and the
application interface libraries that operate on the files • Movers are responsible for copying data to and from
appear similar syntactically and semantically to the storage media as well as requesting transmission of
POSIX file and I/O libraries. For historical reasons, the data from a source to a sink. Of particular interest in

6

initial l'de system abstraction is supported by a server HPSS is a type of Mover that implements third party
called a Bitfile Server. The client interface 'has been data transfer, discussed in Section 2.6, that is key to
extended to support parallel data transfer interfaces the network-centered architecture of HPSS. Parallel
and application level parallel I/O libraries. A POSIX I/O Movers also execute the parallel data transfer plan
Virtual File System interface is also planned. Initial determined by the Storage System.
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Figure 2. HPSS design Is based on the IEEE Mass Storage Reference Model

• The Physical Volume Repository is responsible for by each component. Each API is therefore available
storing removable physical volumes contained in directly to any application with proper authorization,
cartridges and mounting these volumes onto physical setting the stage for the use of HPSS as an embedded

drives, employing either robotic or human operators, storage system in dam management, object store and
digital library applications.

• The Physical Volume Library (PVL) integrates
multiple Physical Volume Repositories into a 2.2: Distribution and multitasking based on DCE
distributed media library across an entire enterprise,
similar to a distributed tape management system. The One of the requirements of HPSS is that it be possible
PVL in HPSS is responsible for atomic mounts of to distribute, replicate, and multiprocess its servers and
parallel tapecartridges, clients. Further, it is required that HPSS provide

concurrent access to hundreds of applications. The basic

In HPSS, each component has a well-defined server architecture of HPSS is built on the Open Software

application program interface. The APIs def'me the Foundation's DCE. In particular, HPSS is based on DCE's
operations that may be performed on the objects owned remote procedure call (RPC) services for control



messages and DCE threads for multitasking [20]. The derivative of an existing storage system. The metadata
latter is vital to both multiprocessing and serving large and transaction manager used in HPSS is Encina [12], that
numbers of concurrent requests, was developed by Transarc and is supported on several

One of the requirements outlined earlier is the need for vendors' platforms.
HPSS to integrate with distributed ftle services, In addition to use of transaction management, HPSS
particularly NFS and DFS. Progress has been made in assures reliability and recoverability by replicating critical
developing approaches to integrating distributed file metadata and the naming database using services
systems with mass stores [19]. While it will be relatively provided by Encina. Periodic backups are also provided
straight forward to integrate the HPSS and DFS naming of critical metadata. Another feature of the HPSS design t
and security environments because of the common DCE simplifying recovery is that all levels of the system are
base, a greater challenge will be supporting network- implemented with both forward and backward pointers
connected storage devices, as described below, with a throughout critical metadata structures.
transparent client DFS environment. Currently DFS does
not separate data and control messages as is required by 2.4: Built-in security through use of DCE
HPSS. It performs all data and control transfers within the
DCE IL°C framework. Therefore modification to the DFS HPSS is designed to be a distributed storage system in
communication model will be required. The HPSS project which clients, intelligent storage devices, and control
plans to work closely with the DFS development mechanisms communicate with each other over a
community to solve this problem, network. Like all distributed architectures, this raises

In the case of NFS access we are planning to use high security issues. How, for example, can a server know that
speed NFS frontend servers integrated with appropriate a request from a client or a storage server is an authorized,
automatic migration and caching mechanisms to and from authentic request? In order to address this problem, HPSS
the large hierarchical storage system. This will present is designed around DCE Security [20], that is based on
several challenges, particularly when the same data is Kerberos which originated at M1Ts Project Athena. By
shared between multiple NFS frontends, given NFS using DCE, the mechanisms for providing security in a
limitations in providing full location transparency [23]. distributed environment are moved outside the domain of

proprietary HPSS design and into the domain of an
2.3: Built-in reliability through metadata and industry standard environment. The mechanism through
transaction management which security is invoked is the DCE secure RPC

mechanism. All of the control interfaces between HPSS

HPSS is designed around a distributed metadata and modules are in the form of Rt_s. The requirement for
transaction manager, an idea borrowed from database security and the decision to use a DCE infrastructure was
management systems. The metadata manager is a another motivation that helped drive the decision to
distributable entity that reliably stores the metadata each implement HPSS from the ground up, as it did not appear
server requires for each of its abstract objects. This practical to retrofit such a capability into an existing
manager supports the concept of distributed atomic design.
transactions involving multiple servers, that is, a set of
actions that must be treated as a single operation and 2.$: Multiple dynamic hierarchies
whose suboperations either all complete or no data is
changed. Transaction management allows HPSS to A concept pioneered at the NSL is multiple dynamic
provide facilities to commit or abort a transaction across hierarchies. Current storage systems generally provide a
multiple servers, thus providing assurance that metadata single, simple, predefined hierarchy of storage media [4].
updates will not be left in a partially completed state. In the conventional hierarchy, frequently used data is kept
Transaction management guards against leaving data on disk, less frequently used data is kept in an automated
without pointers or pointers without data in the event a tape library, and infrequently used data is kept in tape
failure occurs in the midst of an update. For example, vaults. With the availability of new media, such as solid
transaction management protects against having a name state disk, disk arrays, and helical scan tape; and the wide
space entry without a corresponding f'de or vice versa, range of devices offering different levels of cost, capacity,
that has been a problem in previous storage systems, and performance, there is a need for more complex
Transaction management is difficult to retrofit into an hierarchies that _an be defined and dynamically redefined
existing system. The requirement for transaction by a system administrator. The need for multiple
management is therefore one of the principal motivators hierarchies is based on such factors as location, reliability,
for developing HPSS as a new system rather than as a data type, cost, performance and project affiliation. Each



hierarchy must be adaptable to meet specific application in the range of 60 to 100 megabytes per second
and system configuration requirements and must be able [10,11,14,22], but what is needed is another order of
to change over time under the control of a system magnitude or more increase in performance, only possible
administrator. The approach used in the initial storage through parallel transfers to parallel RAID disk and tape
system at NSL, which is based on UniTree [13] and systems.

"_ adopted fox' HPSS was originated by NSL participants To meet its scalability requirements, the HPSS design
Buck andCoyne[3], is addressing many issues from simply providing

adequate size fields in its data structures to complex
_, 2.6: Network-connected storage concepts issues such as fast recovery after a crash and efficient

resource management algorithms for very large stores.
The NSL has successfully demonstrated the concept of One of the most challenging areas will be meeting the

a network-connected storage system architecture in which scalabiity requirements for I/O rates. This requires
network-attached storage devices communicate directly support for parallel I/O at all levels of the system
with supercomputers and other clients under the control of architecture from application libraries and compilers
a storage system management and control entity [5,9]. down through the servers and the movet_. The HPSS
Using a network-connected architecture, the NSL has project plans to work closely with other research projects
shown, in its work with NSL UniTree, more than a ten- in the parallel I/O area [2].
fold increase in throughput over the former processor- The HPSS project is working to develop an application
centered architecture in use at the National Energy driven, scalable, parallel I/0 model and architectures that
Research Supercomputer Center. NSL UniTree is an provide the needed support. In parallel processing
extension of the UniTree storage system from algorithms, a single large logical data object, such as a
OpenVision [13]. The network-centered architecture is matrix, linked list, or other data structure, is broken into
shown in Figure 1, which depicts processing nodes and pieces that are distributed among the memories of various
storage devices connected by a high speed network such processors and storage devices to maximize overall
as HIPPI, FCS, or ATM. algorithm performance. The pieces may form a non-

Most operational storage systems at national overlapping partition of the object, or they may overlap
laboratories and supercomputer centers use general slightly, where the redundancy of the overlapping may
purpose computers as storage servers. These storage help reduce communication between processors. The
servers connect to storage units such as disks and tapes programmer,the parallel libraries, and the compiler work
and serve as intermediaries in passing data to compute- to distribute the data in such a way as to increase parallel
intensive nodes [4]. As data rates increase for storage computation while at the same time decreasing the
devices and communications links, it becomes necessary amount of costly interprocessor exchanges of data.
to increase the size of the storage server to provide the Parallel I/O services must minimize the time to write
required memory and data bandwidth. The alternative, or read such distributed data objects to or from secondary
that has been the subject of much of the work at NSL, is and tertiary storage by making use of multiple storage
to attach storage devices directly to the network devices and parallel data paths. The result is that a single
[6,9,15,17,24]. This network-centered alternative supports logical object will have to be spread out (mapped) over
higher data rates than can be supported in the traditional many devices in such a way that the high-level structure
processor-centered storage server configuration and does of the data object, as seen at the application program
not require the storage server to be as large, thus reducing level, can be reconstructed from the many pieces. This is
its cost. HPSS will extend the network-connected storage complicated by the fact that the application may read or
architecture to use Parallel I/O, discussed below, write the separate blocks of data in quite unpredictable

order from any of the processors. Furthermore, a parallel

2.7: Support for parallel clients and scalable data object may be storedwith a distributionstructurethat
parallel I/O is near optimal for the way the data set was producedbut

which may be very inefficient for subsequentpatterns of
Most of thework in parallelcomputinghas focused on access. The parallel I/O system needs to interact with

0 processing and associated programming models. Very whatever data partitioning methodologies are employed
little work has gone into thinking about the equally by client applications.
important issues associated with parallel I/O, particularly Figure 3 illustrates the problem of moving data

. parallel I/O involving a hierarchy of storage systems [2]. between parallel nodes. The convention is that the data
There have been important developments in RAID disk moves from the source nodes to the sink nodes. The
systems and striping I/O systems that have transfer rates source and sink nodes may be parallel processors or



striped I/(3 devices. In Figure 3, four parallel source nodes greater than in previous centralized systems. In the
are shown moving twelve blocks of data to three parallel current prototype storage system at the National Storage
sink nodes. The plan by which the data is moved is nego- Laboratory, some significant proof of concept work has
dated between the source and sink movers and the storage been done using a storage management system with a
server. Then, the storage server manages the transfer, graphical user interface [18]. For I-IPSS the decision was

made to clearly identify during system design all system _'
Source management functions and managed objects and to

[ 1"_"_ ' 11 I 12 I provide a common management system interface, The

I .... management system itself is still being designed, but the f6 I I 7 I 8 I intent is to use, to the extent possible, an industry standard

I--"-2 i i'--"'--3I "-"-"4i base such as the OSF Distributed Management
I ' Environment [21].

FM"_verl FMo"_er7 FMov_ HPSS plans are to define the managed objects forstorage systems in a manner consistent with the ISO/OSI

_a Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects
(GDMO) [29]. This structure will permit the HPSS!

go [ storage systam management framework to be

__, Server,,, [ s,dardized around the emerging technology from the

OSF Distributed Management Environment.

l- '_lo'o'ververII _ovo, II MoverovGrI 3: Projectmethodologyandstatus
_ ,MI,
I 2 3 The HPSS project began in 1992 as a series ofrequirements meetings. The initial goal was to determine

4 I 5 6 if two or more organizations could converge on a single

set of high level requirements called Level A7 i 8 9 requirements. A composite Level A requirements

10 i 11 12 document was agreed to by representatives from the four
---- DOE laboratories and IBM. In addition, Argonne
Sink National Laboratory, the National Centerfor Atmospheric

Research, and Pacific Northwest Laboratory provided
Figure 3. An example of moving data In parallel requbementsandhelpfulinputandreview.

The next step was to expand the requirements into a
moredetailed Level B requirements specification for each

Figure 3 could just as easily show interconnected of the modules and functional areas outlined in Section 2.
parallel computer systems between which data transfer is This was accomplished, with the results cross-referenced
desired. A project has been initiated under sponsorship of to the Level A requirements, in March, 1993.
the NSL, DOE national laboratories, IEEE Storage Once the requirements were completed, a project
System Standards Working Group in collaboration with organization was created. The basic project organization
the parallel computer vendor and research communities to consists of an Executive Committee, a Technical
define and prototype strategies for parallel data transfer Committee and Development Teams. The Executive
interface with the intent of developing a standard for Committee has a member from each participating
parallel dataexchange [1]. HPSS will supportclientsthat organization and handles policy level issues. The
are either parallel or sequential computers, The initial Technical Committee is led by the HPSS project leader
implementation will interface to IBM Research Division's and has a member from each of the participating
Vesta parallel file system [7]. Later versions will interface organizations, who are also members of the Development
to any vendor's parallel computing system that supports Teams. The Technical Committee meets at least once a
the parallel data exchange protocols referenced above, week by teleconference to deal with resource allocation, I

scheduling and technical issues spanning the
2.8: Storage systemmanagement Development Teams. The Technical Committee is

responsible for setting coding, documentation and other
In a distributed storage system such as HPSS, the need development standards for the project. The project is

for a storage system management architecture is much following high standards of software engineering. This is



essential not only for system quality but to facilitate the 4: The National Storage Laboratory
disu'ibuted development nature of the project.

The Development Teams are organized around the HPSS is a project of the National Storage Laboratory,
modularity of the system and infrastructure areas. To the The NSL collaboration, launched in 1992, has grown in
extent possible, the Teams are organized to take just under two years into a major collaboration of

",f advantage of geographical closeness. The Teams interact governmental, industrial, and acade,mic partners. The
frequently by teleconference, email and when necessary at DOE laboratory partnership includes Lawrence

a participant's site for design sessions and design reviews Livermore, (LLNL) Los Alamos (LANL), Sandia (SNL),
*, with the Technical Committee. Each Development Team and Oak Ridge (ORNL) national laboratories, with

submits a weekly progress report to the Technical planned participation of other DOE laboratories in the
Committee. A central on-line repository of project future. Industrial participants include IBM Federal
documentation, designs, schedules, and source code, is Systems Company, IBM ADSTAR, Ampex Systems
maintained. Computer systems are located at each site for Corporation, Maximum Strategy Incorporated, Network

development and there is shared access to certain systems Systems Corporation (NSC), OpenVision, Zitel
as necessary to reduce software license fees. Subsystem Corporation, PsiTech, CHI Systems, Cray Research Inc.,
integration is distributed, but system integration will be at IGM, and Kinesix. University and supercomputing center

one site. Our experience with the distributed development participants include Cornell Office of Information
process is very positive. Technologies and the San Diego Supercomputing Center.

By using the IEEE Reference Model as the starting Discussions with other potential industrial, academic, and
point, a design for HPSS was achieved which consists of government agency participants are ongoing.

well-defined modules that could be developed relatively The approach of the NSL is based on the premise that
independently. This was an important factor considering no single company, government laboratory, or research

that HPSS is being developed at five sites across the organization has the ability to confront all the system-
country. A design document was developed for each level issues that must be resolved before there is
server along with interface definitions between servers, significant advancement in the storage systems
These designs were reviewed by the other server teams technology needed for a national information
and the Technical Committee. By July, 1993, the design infrastructure and for local high performance computing
of the ftrst release was formalized, environments.

At this point, implementation of the fast release is well The NSL's primary prototype equipment site is located
under way. Staffing is up to 24 individuals, some part within the National Energy Research Supercomputer
time, at five sites. Discussions are also in progress with Center at LLNL. The NSL's collaborative software

other possible DOE laboratory and industrial participants, development projects are distributed across the DOE
By the end of the fast quarter of 1994, it is expected that laboratories and other members sites. Work is performed
the fast release will be developed, integrated, and under Cooperative Research and Development
undergoing system test. The test plan then calls for the Agreements (CRADAs), with all participants funding
individual laboratories and IBM to each set up a pilot their own participation. In particular, the DOE
project to test the t'trst release in as realistic an operational laboratories are supported by DOE Defense Programs
environment as possible. A second and third release are Technology Transfer Initiative and DOE Energy Research
planned, that will follow the same design, development, funding.
and test methodology as the first release.
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